years he was the figure head, and
enthusiastic emissary around the
world for Fountain International. He
was a gifted researcher and forward
thinker. In fact many of his writings
have still not been surpassed.

Editorial
Welcome to the February issue of the
Fountain International Magazine.
Wishing you all a Happy Imbolc.
Imbolc marks the beginning of spring,
and the start of new energy breaking
the surface.

Colin Bloy touched and changed many
people’s lives, with his charm, great
knowledge, healing abilities and
humour. (Christopher Gammon gives
us an insight to the very first Fountain
International meeting, later in this
Magazine.)

Glenn Capers ©
With New Year, we began to have an
idea of where life would take us in
2014. By February the seeds are
becoming more manifest, and coming
to life.

Colin Bloy (R)
Fountain International continues
onwards. So if you would like to go on
our list of members, and groups, please
get in touch through the Editor’s
button. The same can be said for your
experiences or knowledge, etc that you
would like to share. This magazine is
unique, in the energy given by it’s
contributors. A spiritual project in
progress! Get involved, be it an article,
poem, meditation, artwork,
photograph etc, you won’t regret it.
editor@fountaininternationalmagazine
.com

For many of us 2013 was a tough year,
but I believe that 2014 will give us a
smoother ride.
For Fountain International Magazine it
feels like a pivotal year. Who knows
what 2014 will bring. A coming out
year!
Since the death’s of Colin Bloy,
Hamish Miller, and a lot of the older
members, the Fountain International
energy has changed, just by the merit
of new people being involved.

The next big event in Fountain’s diary
is the Fountain International
Gathering, 26th & 27th April 2014, in
Torquay, Devon, UK. Details of which
can be found on the Conference page
of the website.

During the period of this issue, it will
be the 10th anniversary of Colin’s
death, on 12th May 2014. He was one
of those that instigated, and came up
with ethos and “concept.” For many
1

similar interest, and build a strong
network between peoples and groups.
www.facebook.com/FountainInternati
onal

Volunteers are needed for this event.
Here are some activities you may be
able to help with:
Friday night 6pm -9pm, to set up hall.
And again after the Gathering to break
it down, till 6pm.

Many thanks to all our
contributors, without them there
would be no magazine.

Check in. (All monies will be paid no
later than one week before the
Gathering.)
Teas & Coffees etc.
Help at dinner times, re food or setting
out.
Help with projector and laptop
connections etc.

Contents

Washer up’s and rubbish removers.

Pathways of Consciousness –
Colin Bloy.

A reduction in the Gathering fee for
helpers will be available. Look forward
to hearing from you.

Mary: The Magic of the New
Dawn – Elizabeth Ayres Escher

Fountain International is in the
process of evolving, like us all.
May I wish all of you embracing
the evolution a safe, kind
passage.

Ancient Sites for Modern Times –
Glenn Broughton
Vibrational Energy Therapy,
Holistically Attuning The Body –
Debbie Anderson

Suzanne Thomas - Editor
Check out our Facebook Page.

A Fountain in Bhopal? – Ian
Jarvis.

Like us.

When is the Path not the Path? –
David Eastoe
The Art of Blessing of Fields –
Patrick MacManaway.
Sound Therapy – Julie
Rutherford
The gaps may be long between issues
of the magazine, but here’s an
opportunity to interact with those of a

New Energies 2014 – Simon
Heather.
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writing, short stories, artwork,
photographs, etc. The sky’s the
limit.

Books & Reviews.
Creative Corner.
Letter & E mails to the Editor.

All contributions to the magazine
are copyright of the authors,
artists and photographers.
Unauthorized use and/or
duplication of any material of the
magazine without express and
written permission from its
author and owner is strictly
prohibited. Excerpts may be
used, provided that full and clear
credit is given to the author and
www.fountaininternationalmaga
zine.com with appropriate and
specific direction to the original
content.

Front Cover
Front Cover designed by Jan
Bayliss.
Top Photo “Northern Lights,”
Glenn Capers ©.
Bottom Right. Swallowhead
Spring, Michael Bayliss ©
Bottom Middle and Left.
“Avebury” Jan Bayliss ©
Deadline for the next issue
21st April 2014
Next Issue Out 2nd June 2014
All original submissions of the
submitter welcome, within the
general remit of the magazine. If
in doubt ask the Editor. With
regard to articles, we are looking
for approx. 1,500 words with
illustrations or photo’s.

The views given in the magazine
are not necessarily those of
Fountain International.

Be a part of this special
magazine, don’t hide your light.

Donations are very welcome,
through the website, to enable
the running costs of the website
and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain
Concept.”
www.fountaininternationalmaga
zine.com

As you can tell by past magazines,
we are happy to receive input
from those of you of a creative
nature, ie poems, inspired

Thank – You
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in intensity, direction, and in what
they manifest in certain places.

Pathways of
Consciousness

Briefly, the number of parallels in the
lines appear to indicate intensity and
geometrical forms that arise at “node
points” appear to indicate function –
an interesting support for the esoteric
notion that all is form and number in
the cosmos. Changes that occur
appear to be caused in the main by
certain activities by human agencies,
which may be held to be produced by
altered states of consciousness and the
associated use of visualisation – they
may also be produced unknowingly –
but still associated with altered states.

By Colin Bloy

A very strong working hypothesis has
emerged from this study, and from
namely that consciousness is an
objective field: that is to say that it is
palpable and measurable – not by
conventional scientific instruments
other than certain clues that may be
deduced from the use of the EEG, but
by dowsing and hyper-sensory
perception – not ESP but HSP. Visual
observation is empirically valid: so
should tactile data be.

The suggestion by Dr Arthur Bailey
that the dowsing of ley lines as
pathways of consciousness, may in fact
be the result of dowsing one’s own
imagination, really opens up an area of
fundamental discussion as to the
ultimate nature of reality. I do not
wish to comment further on the use of
“radionics” artefacts, save to say that in
my experience they are extensions of
consciousness and do what is expected
of them. In the first instance, so far as
my own observations are concerned,
and those of the group with whom I
worked, the initial approach to ley line
dowsing was purely speculative, and
the same attitudes were applied as to
say, the dowsing of water or pipes.

Now if consciousness is an objective
field, and it is important to distinguish
between this and the electro-chemical
processes which go on in the organ of
the brain, which is to do with thought,
which is different – then the whole
idea of the imagination and its
potential takes on a different
dimension.
It is apparent, by these tests at any
rate, that consciousness is not only
objective but structured, and thus
holistic, or all embracing.

Once satisfied of their objective
existence as some form of energy line,
it was later observed that they change,
4

one cannot look for what one cannot
conceive. On the other hand, if one
conceives of something, to what extent
is it thus called into being? And some
dowsers call the water.

Its objective nature is apparent by
dowsing and so is its structural nature:
the word “chakra” is the best available
to describe the points around which
palpable fields appear in and outside
the human body according to the
predominant states of consciousness:
for instance, a person in a violent,
lustful or dark and greedy state,
manifests his consciousness in a field
around the base of the abdomen.

The extent to which ley lines may be
held to be pathways of consciousness is
based on the observation that they
change in relationship to the states of
consciousness of the people on them,
near them, or feeding into them – the
reverse is also apparently true.

There are intermediate states and
various profiles exist between the two
extremes: but a saint or someone in a
saintly state manifests their
consciousness in a great corona in the
crown chakra around the head, just
like renaissance pictures show the
aureola. This, one assumes, is the
highest state of consciousness. All of
these may be felt with the hand in the
hyper-sensitive state, (achieved by
brisk rubbing together of the palms,)
and may also be photographed.

Ley lines and pathways of
consciousness spring up between focal
points of communities, be they sacred
or profane centres, and change
according to the criteria mentioned
above.

Now, not only do ley lines manifest in
numbers of parallels but also in
different colours, or different
vibrations that we may have care to
distinguish by colours. So do the
chakras. Clive Beadon and Roger
Wood of Adelaide have produced some
solid data on this point, and the
association between ley lines and
structured consciousness is striking.
It is axiomatic, I believe, that one may
dowse anything that one may conceive.
For instance, country dowsers over the
millennia have never reported straight
energy lines – only water. They were
only looking for water and the concept
of ley lines did not exist. One does not
dowse what one is not looking for and

The Old Steine, Brighton.
However, what is more impressive is
following these pathways until they
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reach back into the earth through the
primal spirals, at springs, tree circles,
or heads of valleys, the primal spiral
that appears to be the origin of the
myth of the dragon, raw earth energy –
true in the West and the East, and
which would appear to indicate that, if
the ley lines may be considered to be
the veins and arteries of the collective
consciousness of humanity, then that
consciousness is inseparable from the
so called physical earth, and that the
contention that the globe, Gaia, is a
being, an organism, of which each
individual, as a point of consciousness,
is a cell, is correct – and the
responsibility of knowingly being such
a cell is demanding.

Such changes in the material world
require visualisation in the altered
states, when the will dominates the
consciousness to devote itself to the
visualisation of the necessary change.
Most magical systems are based on
this idea. The imagination is what
permits us to conceive of new
dimensions and objectives in any
infinite world. Ritual, mandalas and
mantras are means of achieving the
necessary states.

Now back to dowsing, and the
imagination. It also appears correct
that individuals may be trained or
illumined, or simply woken up to
higher states of consciousness: various
systems, mainly oriental in origin, exist
for the purpose although a clear
Western tradition has been exposed by
Alice Bailey and Dion Fortune. One of
these techniques used is visualisation
in altered states induced by meditation
or other disciplines. It is also true, in
my experience, that the crown chakra
may be opened through visualisation
by those who desire so.

May dowsing or tele-radiesthesia must
imply the ability of real to go
everywhere and is further evidence of
the holistic nature. Indeed, Sir James
Jeans’ notion that the universe seems
more like a great idea than a great
machine may well be one of the most
valid aphorisms of all time, and if
consciousness is an objective field, and
as Einstein intimated, on various
occasions, there is such a thing as the
unified field, and thus consciousness is
part of it, then ultimate reality depends
on the imagination, or our ability to
conceive – visualisation is the bringing
of the concept into reality, and is only
effective in the higher states, because
the lower states are incapable of
holding an image in total
consciousness.

The effect and intensity of ley lines
may be changed by similar techniques,
even created in the first instance. Thus
behavioural patterns change, and
spoons bend, healing is carried out,
both healers and spoon benders plug
into the ley system.
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The most important observations of
all, however, is that just as these
pathways recede into the dragon
spirals of the earth, at certain points,
altars, healers sanctuaries, or around
the beds of spiritually aware people, to
name but a few such places, appear
eight concentric circles who dowsed
planographically. They appear
sensitives as columns of light and have
been photographed around a healer
when healing. Clairvoyants see the
eight circles as having different
colours, just as the lines, or the
different chakras. This column of
energy may also be felt with the
hypersensitive hand in a palpable way.
Just how high they go, there is no
means of knowing that I am aware of.

The basis of what is called “New Age
Thinking” may be held to be a belief
that man is not a prisoner in a
mechanistic universe, a random
accident in a meaningless continuum,
but is the receptacle, at least on this
earth, of consciousness – not rational
thought – which is capable, in its
purest form, of transcending matter
and Newtonian physics and creating a
dynamic of its own which actually
changes reality as currently perceived
by conventional modes.
When this is done in love, that is to say
with total personal identification with
evolving consciousness on this earth,
setting aside ego based considerations,
and with a voluntary and deliberate
return to group consciousness, then
what in that state we may imagine to
be ideal will actually come into being,
and that may be why the concept of ley
lines as pathways of consciousness and
the means of transformation of the
being Earth, is producing ever more
clearly dowsable effects, and the more
our imaginations move in this
direction, the more they will be so, and
the stronger the new direction will be.
It is fundamental raison d’etre of the
Fountain Groups.

But it is also interesting to observe
than an open crown chakra on the
individual also has this eight circle
phenomenon, when it is being used
constructively – it diffuses when it is
being used in a merely contemplative
mystical state.
It recently occurred to someone to ask
if it were a vertical or “cosmic”
connection, what happened to it when
the person in question is lying down?
In an appropriate space, people with
such chakras were invited to lie down
7

best senses on this planet, man’s
cosmic destiny inevitably remains a
deferred objective. That does have
socio-political consequences but they
are not to be found in any materialistic
dialectic.

and without exception it was possible
to dowse the crown chakra proceeding
for about fifteen feet in the horizontal
– then it narrowed to a point – a gap –
and then occurred the eight circle
vertical column, presumably of infinite
height.

No change will occur until individuals
change and learn to love in the true
sense of the word, and begin the group
consciousness as volunteers. It’s the
group consciousness that achieves.
But when they do, as many are doing,
it ain’t ‘alf dowsable, Mum!

So whereas the pathways of
consciousness are rooted in the earth
through the dragon spirals, the eight
circle vertical “cosmic” connection or
“uppers” as certain US dowsers have
called them also exist, implying, at
least to me, not only that
consciousness is related to the planet
earth but also to the cosmos as a
whole.

If we can see esoteric dowsing as a
form of prosthetic clairvoyance, or the
use of supersensible faculties as
Steiner describes them, rather than a
physiological reaction to external
fields, then it may take place as an
invaluable discipline on the road to
HSP and ESP which lift man further
out of the slough of materialism and
rational thought, into the better worlds
that enlightened imagination makes
possible.

And this prompts the question, that if
through higher consciousness, we can
get our planet right, wither super
conscious man in the universe?

I do not wish this to be interpreted as
some facile intellectual argument in
favour of self-indulgent flights of
fancy, but to suggest that dowsing is
one of the routes open to man by
which he may determine that it is a
Platonic rather than Aristotlean world,
and if ideas are objectives, in that
context, we would appear to have a
duty to ensure those ideas are right,
that is to say, based on the
comprehension that love, in its strictly
unsentimental sense, is the only rule
which should permit us to do anything,
whether to heal an individual, a place,
or to “improve the planet”, or build an
atomic bomb. . And love implies

Lest I get carries away in some sci-fi
cosmic fantasy before its time, and lest
we fall into the trap of assuming that
spiritual elitism is valid, until man has
enabled his fellows, through the
application of true love, via
visualisation, imagination and will
through higher consciousness, to
achieve personal fulfilment in all the
8

to me, her signature frequency as I
have interfaced with the Archangels
through the years. Occasionally she
visits me at night and tonight, she
blesses all of us with hope for the
future. Adding my blessings to Hers, I
give you Mary…

submission, thus Terry Ross is right,
but the scientific method, based on the
five senses, must give way to super –
sensible awareness, and the notion
that ultimate reality is what our
imaginations, in love, can finally
conceive, and that may change
positivist reality. Thus belief is
significant.
Strange that both Newton and
Descartes have their names taken in
vain as scientific positivists, when both
were men of highly spiritual
understanding.
Visualisation changes reality. But you
cannot visualise without belief. You
can only visualise responsibly in love.

I Am Mary and I greet you on the dawn
of the morning of the Christed Ones.
You are the ones you have been
waiting for and now is your time.

In conclusion, may I cite Barry
McWaters’ book, “Conscious
Evolution,” in which he expresses the
theory that we need not be passive
spectators of evolution, but in higher
consciousness, active participants in
the evolutionary process, using our
imaginations.

Even as the stars gather in the
heavens, and the waning moon shines
bright, we see your Light brighten the
world and all within it.
You are the Ones of whom the legends
spoke; you are the Second Coming of
the Christ. In you will manifest the
beginning of a new way of life for all
upon your world.

Whither ultimate reality?
Colin Bloy – Andorra
January 1986

Mary

(A Channelled Inspiration)

As you awaken to the love that flows
through your blessed hearts, you will
begin to feel a lessening of worry and
anxiety. No more will you accede to the
demands of tyrants, for you have
tasted freedom and now begin to claim
your sovereignty.

Note to Reader: Never before have I
brought forth a message from beloved
Mary, but tonight on Christmas Eve I
feel Her Presence. She is very familiar

See yourselves as beings filled with
possibility, for within each of you is the
creativity and genius necessary to
bring salvation to your world.

The Magick of the New Dawn
Elizabeth Ayres Escher
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This planet earth, ensouled by the
beautiful Gaia, is the fulcrum of the
shift of the Ages, one that is affecting
the entire Universe. You are but the
beginning, for all beings here will shift,
starting here at the lowest dimension
and working up through the finer,
lighter dimensions. And as you gain in
mastery, you will be able to travel in
mind and body to all of them.

As your burdens ease, you will find
yourselves able to decipher the
mysteries of magic and alchemy. You
are masters all and merely are
reconnecting with those long lost parts
of your Self that you left behind
voluntarily when you came here.
And now, you are bringing Home to
this world, as the frequencies of the
planet rise, so you will, too, rise and
reclaim your mastery.
As did my son, Yeshua, bring light into
this world, you have brought it also
and in greater measure for there are
many more that have come for just this
purpose. Never think that you are not
worthy of love, for you have brought
love and light back to planet once
covered in darkness and despair. You
have answered the call of Gaia and
came in your legions. And now you
begin to see the effects of your hard
work.

How say you? Are you ready to travel
to stars? Dream on these. Watch the
ships dance across your night skies.
Visit your star families during your
dreams. Play with the fairies. Work
with the elementals. Hone your skills.
Claim your gifts and graces. Awake to
the possibilities that lie before you.
There is much to discover.

There is an underlying change in the
air, in the feeling within your hearts.
Do you not feel that you can more
easily connect heart to heart with your
friends near and far? You do not know
one another when you meet, even
though it be through a message, a
phone call or video? You recognize
each other because you are family.

We carry you within our hearts, for we
are also your Family. And we send you
our blessings as you move into a new
year and a new world, with the
realization that, yes, there are changes
and they are real. As you let go of the
old and embrace the new, the changes
will begin to manifest in your outer
world. They are doing so already, as
the revelations is well underway. All
secrets are being uncovered; the time

Each of you reading these words is a
member of the Family of Light, made
up of beings from the many corners of
the Universe, from several star
systems. Some of you are solitary in
representing your people, but you are
accompanied in spirit by your home
worlds, for the eyes and senses of the
Universe are upon you.
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for transparency has arrived. No more
secrets; no more control over others.
Each being is now sovereign and
master of its own fate.

We smile and look upon you as our
family, our children and our kin. We
welcome you back into the realms of
light.

Learn about the Laws of the Universe.
There is much to remember, but know
that by listening to the still voice
within your own heart, you will receive
all the guidance that you need. You will
begin to know that you know without
anyone telling you; and you will begin
to listen and rely on your intuition
more. Do so, for to move forward into
the new world you need to trust and to
love yourself. These two things are
keys to reconnecting with the greater
parts of your Self, for much will not
make sense to your rational mind, a
construct of the third dimension.

Yes, there is much to be done on your
world, but the transformation is well
on its way. Go forth and discover what
it is that you are here to do and create
magic, for you are Magick, magicians
and mages all.
Namasté.
Copyright© Elizabeth Ayres Escher –
All Rights Reserved. For more
information about Elizabeth Ayres
Escher, and further channellings go to:
http://www.bluedragonjournal.com

Ancient Sites For Modern
Times

We bid you to release your imagination
and remember the magic within; you
are the alchemists who are engaged in
the process of turning base metal into
gold. As the golden light of
unconditional love shines forth
through your hearts, it will transform
your world. You will see in the coming
days of what we speak and wonder will
lighten and transmute any remaining
doubts and fears.

By Glenn Broughton

Back to the Future
Our world is changing rapidly. The
development of microprocessors and

Photo By Maarten Horst ©
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wireless communications has
catapulted technological innovation
into the fast lane of the cyber
superhighway. Much of the technology
we use today was unheard of five years
ago, as is the equipment we will be
using in five years from now. The
whole world has opened up before us
through the Internet; we can even see
our own house photographed from
space displayed on the screen in front
of us. Our future lies uncertainly in
front of us. Or does it lay partly behind
us?

impersonal world leaves many people
seeking a meaning to their lives; the
Christian churches have failed to meet
the needs of many of today’s spiritual
seekers; and people are instinctively
drawn to reconnect with the earth in a
very personal way.
Deeper Meaning
Our ancestors knew the Earth
intimately and understood its wisdom.
They lived in much closer communion
with the planet than we do today and
they were free from the myriad forms
of environmental pollution we have to
live with. Their sense of the natural
forces of the Earth was a finely tuned
whole body awareness - not just a
mental knowing. Imagine yourself as a
member of a Neolithic society living
five thousand years ago. You are
walking along and suddenly you feel a
tingling in your hands or feet or maybe
a rush of energy throughout your body;
you have just walked over an energy
hot spot. This is where you would
choose to build a structure in which
you could work with the energies
present for healing or spiritual
purposes.

A very interesting statistic is that more
people than ever before are now
visiting ancient sacred sites across the
globe. Stonehenge in England,

Stonehenge

Today this now-ancient sacred site
might at first appear to be just a pile of
rocks, a dead relic of a bygone age.
However, stories and myths passed
down through the generations tell a
different story. Invariably we find
gems of truth in these tales if we take
the time to interpret the symbolism.
For example, it is said of several stone
circles that the stones go down to the
water to drink at midnight or on a full
moon. This folktale speaks of the
connection between the stone circle,

Photo by Suzanne Thomas
the Pyramids in Egypt and Machu
Picchu in Peru, are household names.
What is it that is attracting so many
people to not only check out these
places on their computer screens but
to actually go and visit them?
There are probably many and varied
reasons – no-one knows for sure who
built these ancient temples or why, and
we all love a good mystery; our modern
12

Megalithic Electronics

Earth energy and underground water.
It is now known that there is
underground water present beneath
every sacred site in the world. In fact,
dowsing shows that most sites are
animated by the serpentine currents of
electromagnetic energy which course
through the ground following the
subterranean streams of water, and
which vary according to the seasons,
the phases of the moon and even day
and night. All holy wells have stories of
healings attached to them. When we
realize that strong Earth energy
currents have turned the waters into
something akin to a homeopathic
remedy, these folktales make perfect
sense.

The stone circle builders developed
this theme and utilized crystal-studded
granite and sandstone (granular
quartz) blocks in order to have greater
control over the build-up of energies.
We are all aware that our wristwatches
and computers operate because of the
energetic properties of their silicon
chips; well silicon is the same thing as
quartz. We are really doing something
very similar to our ancient ancestors
but for different purposes and on a
vastly different scale; we work on ever
smaller and smaller electronic circuit
boards in pursuit of more secular goals
whilst they were working with very
definite spiritual objectives on a
landscape scale!

Tuning In

The key to understanding both our
present-day technology and the
Neolithic structures is recognizing
what is happening energetically.

Originally all energy spots were simply
in nature - a hilltop, a wooded copse, a
spring. The trees were the first to teach
us the consequences of enclosing
natural energy. This energy can be
contained and built up to create a
super-charged space. The Druids
performed all their ceremonies in
sacred groves for this reason. We can
all feel these ‘magic’ places still, even if
we don’t feel energies; they create in us
a sense of silence, of wonder, even
gratitude. We are naturally brought
into a place of mind, body and spirit
balance within ourselves where we are
ready and open to receive insight and
healing. Often when I am guiding
people around sacred sites I will take
them to Morgan’s Hill near Devizes or
Knoll Down near Avebury. Upon
entering these two little-known but
wonderful natural places people
invariably start speaking in whispers
as if they were in a church.

Where Science and Spirituality Meet
Modern quantum physicists are now
proposing radical new theories about
how the universe operates and our part
within it, as shown in the films “What
the Bleep do we know?” and “The
Secret”. Science and open-minded
spirituality (in contrast to guilt and
fear based religions) appear to have
run full circle and finally come
together to reach the same place. The
crucially important point which both
are now saying is that we create our
reality. Whatever we give our attention
to today is what we will experience as
our reality tomorrow or soon after.
“Your imagination is your preview of
life's coming attractions. Outer
13

containers of positive electromagnetic
energy at the same frequency as that of
our brainwaves when we are in a
relaxed or meditative state. Combining
our committed intent with the supercharged atmosphere of a sacred site
opens the door for extraordinary
things to happen because it amplifies
our manifesting powers. This is the
principle behind the power of prayers
conducted in sacred space. Combining
‘New Age’ thinking with ‘Stone Age’
technology gives an updated meaning
to the phrase ‘The New Stone Age’!

changes always begin with an inner
change of attitude. ”- Albert Einstein.
Like attracts like and the laws of the
universe make it impossible for
anything to happen other than what we
have spent emotional and mental time
focused on. We are being neither
rewarded nor punished just given what
we consciously or unconsciously asked
for.

Our intent therefore is the key that
activates the potential in each of us to
create what we want and when we
focus our attention on a spiritual goal
magic occurs. As W H Murray says “Once one commits - all sorts of things
occur to help one that would never
otherwise have occurred. A whole
stream of events issues from the
decision - raising in one’s favour all
manner of unforseen incidents and
meetings and material assistance
which no man could have dreamed
would have come his way.”

Photo by Suzanne Thomas
On some level we still know what our
ancestors knew - that the ancient
sacred sites hold power and potential.
Yet, our logical thinking often tells us
this can’t be true. If we are prepared to
quiet the sceptical mind for a while
and act as if magic is possible, then
magic does indeed become possible. To
quote Einstein once again “There are
only two ways to live your life. One is
as though nothing is a miracle. The
other is as though everything is a
miracle.”

The New Stone Age
We have the ability to manifest our
intentions but most of us aren’t used to
doing it and may lack the committed
focus to hold true to the intention until
it manifests. That’s where visiting a
sacred site can be useful. Those stone
circles, chambers and structures are

Copyright Glenn Broughton 2012
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Sound creates vibration and resonance
which is the vibration of an object.
Everything on earth has a resonate
frequency, whether we can hear it or
not.

Vibrational Energy Healing
Holistically Attuning The
Body
By Debbie A Anderson

Beta waves are heard in our normal
waking state of consciousness.
Whereas Alpha waves occur more
likely when we daydream or meditate.
In Shamanic work or those working on
a higher consciousness level are more
likely to experience Theta waves as
they are used to reach higher levels
when working with energy vibration.
In sleep state Delta waves are present,
also in unconscious state.

Vibrational Energy Therapy is the
concept of sacred vibration being used
to heal. It was thought to be the
“energy” of the ancients. It was their
way of calling to us through the energy
vibrations. Each vibration creating its
own pattern that was unique to itself,
and yet resonating with all others.
This was the way of communicating
with the body, mind and soul through
sound, colour and touch. Allowing the
“self” to create an individual energy
pattern to live and heal by. It was the
way in which all beings communicated
and would restore and strengthen the
link to the Universal vibrations. When
balance is created, its immeasurable
energy vibration creates a rhythm
which is shape shifted to the essence of
the ancients.

So basically, vibrational energy
frequency through sound can change
the molecular structure of anything
including disease. Just as an ultra
sound machine sends out waves that
can dissolve a kidney stone within the
body.

Because we all unique vibratory beings
we need to discover and honour our
own vibrational frequency. Thus
unlocking the secrets and
understanding to create inner and
outer healing of ourselves.
Let’s look at each component used in
Vibrational Energy Therapy so we can
understand why they work so well
together.

Sound is very powerful in itself, and
when coupled with faith it is
extraordinary. For instance, in the Old
Testament it is said that Joshua
shouted a great shout and the walls of
Jericho fell down. Of course we all
know that vibrational sound at the
correct frequency can shatter a glass,
so why not a wall?

Sound is the most beneficial of the
energy vibrations – it can change the
world. Frequency is a wave that
manifests as moving air, the vibrations
of an object cause them to travel.
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realigning the meridian points, some
call charkas and reconnecting each to
the other “waking” up the body almost
like a de-fogging wave that transmits
out.

Colour is already integrated in our
world in so many ways transforming
our surroundings. If we go back in
history, the ancient Egyptian Priests
involved in healing, believed the sun
had specific therapeutic benefits to
restore health. They built solarium
rooms and erected colour panes of
glass that surrounded the patient with
coloured light for them to heal.
Today we all know that colour plays a
major role in our day to day lives. We
only have to look around our own
environment to see it is full of colours
that soothe, relax, stimulate,
invigorate, etc. Mother-nature has
herself created so many wonderful
living things that blend into the
background to create protection as well
as others that display an outward
beauty that are magnificent to the eye.

Born in England, Debbie A. Anderson is a
natural healer who has worked in the magical
sphere of spirituality all of her life, bringing
forth many modalities that have manifested
and evolved along the way. She is a Psychic
Medium, who now lives in Canada. She has
been doing intuitive spiritual readings for over
30 years around the globe. She has created
and self-published the Vibrational Energy
Oracle Deck which she is currently promoting
worldwide. She also has developed Vibrational
Energy Therapy© which she teaches to others.
www.Vibrational-Energy.com

For instance our Aura is a magnetic
energy field that surrounds our body.
It is generated by us and is often called
the essence of our soul. It is full of
colour and can change with our mood,
health and emotions.
Touch, well we cannot deny that this is
an integral part of our being, from
birth to death contact through other
human beings is paramount whether
we like it or not.
Vibrational Energy Therapy touches
the aura or energy field around a
person to help move and shift the
energy through a sequence of hand
motions giving the individual a
soothing jumpstart.

A Fountain at Bhopal?
By Ian Jarvis
In 1984, many of you will remember,
there was an explosion of some 30
tonnes of methylisocyanate gas at a
factory in the northern slum suburbs

This therapy is a combination of all
three: touch, colour and sound
combined into a 5 minute treatment
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But let me update you about the
incident and give some history for
those too young to remember.

of the mid-Indian industrial city of
Bhopal. This was the start of a nearly
30 year struggle which continues today
into the future.

The Story
It was just after midnight on the 2/3
December 1984 that the explosion
happened. The factory was owned by
the Union Carbide Corporation (UCC)
and that very night some 15,000
people died in probably the worst
industrial disaster in the world.

I went to Bhopal in 2011 to volunteer
in a clinic, the Sambhavna Trust Clinic,
which provides free medical support to
victims and survivors of that night. I
am a complementary therapist and was
seeking somewhere in the world apart
from Warwick, UK where I might
usefully use my skills.

No-one had been given safety advice or
training and as the people were
running away they were falling down dead. Pregnant women were aborting
within minutes of breathing the gas.
Estimates vary, but we do know that
8,000 shrouds were sold until supplies
ran out. Half the pregnant women
aborted their babies and of the
remainder ⅔ were stillborn. Half of the
live births were dead within a month.

Whilst there, it occurred to me there
was an opportunity to create a
Fountain Group of some sort. Now, I
know little about Fountain other than
some of its history and have come
across groups over the years as I have
travelled through life. I had hoped that
the yoga teacher there might start a
group, and, indeed, she was interested
in the idea but shortly after I left she
left the clinic and we lost contact. It
still feels to me that it is a place that
needs healing energies and this might
help international recognition and
some positive moves in the legal and
political spheres.

Over half a million people were
affected. Families devastated.
That, we in the UK and rest of the
world thought, was the end of it.
However, nothing could be further
from the truth - most of you won’t have
heard of the pollution of groundwater.
After the explosion the site was just
abandoned, no-one cleared anything
so toxic chemicals spilled over from
open barrels and waste ponds and,
with every rainy season, washed into
the groundwater where still it
continues to spread by a kilometre
every five years. So people have been
cooking with it, washing with it,
drinking it and children playing in it –

As you read this I will be back again in
Bhopal and would love to hear from
others who might be interested in such
a group – or of having Bhopal as a
focus of intent. Anyone who lives in or
near Bhopal, please get in touch.
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only convictions of anyone involved.
One of the 8 died some years ago and
several are in their 70s. The main
people responsible, the US based
directors, are nowhere near being
brought to justice, hiding in the USA.

and for at least 10 years Union Carbide
knew and told no-one.

Legalities
In 2001 Union Carbide was bought by
Dow Chemical and that company
refused to take on any responsibility
for which UCC may have been liable in
Bhopal. The company was happy to
take on UCC assets but refused to take
on the liabilities. Dow has even refused
to give 100% lists of chemicals stored
or created at the plant. Much is known
of course from mass spectrometry
readings but there are still unknown
chemicals detected.

This has given a whole new dimension
to the disaster since it has created a
population with toxic bodies and today
babies are being born with disability at
a rate some 7 times the rest of India (as
reported in March 2013 by local
doctors).

Some of you may have noticed the
protests in London at the 2012
Olympics against the sponsorship by
Dow Chemical including the so-called
‘wrap’ around the main stadium.
Although LOCOG and the Olympic
committee refused to strike Dow off as
a sponsor, they were made to produce
the wrap without their logo.

Through the years many thousands
more have died from illnesses caused
by the gas and its after effects. After
the gas dispersed, those still alive
suffered with a wide range of sickness and still suffer. Rates of asthma,
diabetes, hypertension and cancer are
much higher than in the rest of India.

Politically and legally it moves very
slowly and it seems to me that the only
ones to benefit are the lawyers. The
settlement that Dow claims ended any
rights of legal action was for about
US$500,000.

It is estimated that, today, over
100,000 people are chronically sick
from the effects of that night and in
addition 30,000 are ill from polluted
water, including second and third
generation children. The plant and
surrounding area have never been
cleaned up fully and no action has
been completed against the company.
In June 2010, 8 former employees (all
local men) were convicted of causing
“death by negligence” – the first and

The Clinics
All the people affected are in the poor
category and so cannot afford medical
treatment or even to move away.
There is only one place they can go for
help. It is the Sambhavna Clinic which
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the ‘normal’ illnesses that we all get
from time-to-time, but in many cases
the effect is compounded because of
their toxic bodies and lowered immune
systems. Sambhavna makes its own
Ayurvedic remedies from the plants
grown in its own organic garden. This
includes a massage oil with 23 herbs
which is used by Biju and his
colleague, Beena, in the special body
therapy known as Panchkarma. The
clinic has 2 doctors specialising in
allopathic medicine and 2 in Ayurveda,
and patients can choose which they
receive. During the time I was there,
Biju and I could be working non-stop
all day, and I realised there is no way
that this single resource for the
community is enough.

is located near the affected people in
the north of Bhopal. Here they can
receive care and treatment free of
charge with a mix of allopathic and
Ayurvedic therapies (for which they
grow most of the herbs), massage and
yoga. And they have a great record of
success with children and adults alike.

There is also a gynaecological clinic,
pathology lab and pharmacy as well as
supporting administration. Research
and outreach are also important parts
of the work with a team of staff who
spend their days in the community
supporting patients and gathering
data.

The clinic is funded solely by public
“donations”, in the UK through the
Bhopal Medical Appeal (BMA) charity.
The BMA is a small-scale charity
operating from a single office in
Brighton.
It was here that I arrived in August
2011, welcomed immediately by Biju,
the resident local physical therapist, I
was immediately putting my skills to
the test.

While there I also learnt about the
Chingari Rehabilitation Centre, which
supports families of children born with
a whole range of disabling problems
including cerebral palsy. I came here
for the final three weeks of my stay,
and they didn’t want me to leave! Once
again I was immediately welcomed and
put to work, giving 10 to 15 treatments
every day alongside the other
therapists. (Treatments are shorter for
children, of course.) As well as physical
therapy, Chingari also provides
occupational therapy, special
education and speech therapy.

As I got to know the people working at
Sambhavna I learnt that many of them
were ‘victims’ of the gas or of water
pollution.
Many were children when it happened
so now are only in their early 30’s, and
they have various levels of underlying
illness.
As I worked with patients in the centre,
I came to realise that they also have all
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When is the Path not the
Path?
by David Eastoe
of Petaltone Essences

Both Sambhavna and Chingari are
stridently non-sectarian and that is
very noticeable here, with mothers and
children of all religions mixing
together and sharing lunch in the
communal setting – a real example for
all of us and fundamentalists of all
religions.
Support

Photo by Suzanne Thomas

I wrote a diary which friends reading it
online encouraged me to turn into a
book. It is now available as a kindle
through Amazon, just type “3 Months
in Bhopal” into the Amazon search and
you will find it. (All profit goes to the
BMA.) Or go to my website,
www.spineworks.eu and go to the
Bhopal Book tab. There are also
articles on the Ian’s Blog pages. For a
quick summary I have posted a video
on my youtube channel at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1
G5UryTLAg

Psychic problems, energy issues,
entities and the like.
I began my conscious spiritual search
age 16 and by 18 had found the
teachings and traditions of the
Kagyupa Lamas on their first trip to
Europe from Himalayas. The energies
and inspiration were hugely uplifting
and helpful, although many of us at
that time struggled with the traditional
practices involved.
A book was written in '72 by Chogyam
Trungpa Rinpoche 'Cutting Through
Spiritual Materialism' and this was a
truly enlightening view of how the
Western mind would struggle with and
completely mis-construe the teachings.
It seems that these issues persist and
40 years later have mutated somewhat
outwardly but remain essentially the
same at a deeper level.

If you want to follow my journey, do
visit my new blog at
http://abhopaldiary.blogspot.co.uk/
If you live in or near Bhopal and would
help to start a group there (or tell me if
one already exists!) my Skype name is
Spineworks, please feel free to contact
me.
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unpleasant. (I must add that I have
had my share of putting my foot in it in
my own way, suffered accordingly and
developed some solutions too.)

Aura Issues

Masters
It is perhaps interesting that the Head
Tibetan Lamas I met did not call
themselves 'Masters' and were
remarkably humble. There was no
material incentive and they were
celibate too. My teacher had spent 20
years in a cave with hardly any food.
(Gurus with Rolls Royce’s and blondes
on their arm were to follow later of
course, and we all had the opportunity
to see through a lot of that.)

Aura camera pictures of before and
after brief aura cleanse with Petaltone
Essences (left before, right after.)
Here at Petaltone Essences the emails
and calls come in a steady flow, they go
a lot like this: 'I've learned
Reiki/Crystal Healing/other technique
but somehow now I am under psychic
attack, my energies are depleted, I
have M.E. (chronic fatigue), can't even
go shopping without feeling
psychically intruded upon and coming
home with a few entities…'

But what is happening now? You can
become a 'Master' apparently in just a
couple of weekends…for a price of
course, but then you can go on and do
what you always wanted: leave your
corporate career (or your life on
Benefits) and launch yourself as a
'teacher'. After all, the lifestyle is
appealing isn't it? I’ve met many a
‘Master’ who learned this way and
sorry folks but it don’t cut the mustard!

Then further 'I was taught that I would
automatically be protected' "I was told
to visualise a pink bubble of light' 'the
angels will protect me' etc etc…
through to the even more disturbing '
when I am healing my client's sickness
passes into my own body…”

If you needed a plumber, and I said oh
I know a 'master plumber', he did two
weekends’ training, would you book
him to do the work?. Unless of course
he's good at marketing and has the
capital to launch himself upon the
unsuspecting public…nice pics in all
the mags, believable text, all the spiel.

Well… whatever was taught/learned, it
didn't work did it?
There are many things that can be
done to help in these situations, so not
to despair if you are suffering in these
ways, and Petaltone does offer advice
and solutions.

Well of course it is accepted that we
need to pass on what we have learned
as we travel along our own path, but
this is a little different. There are a
large number of rather keen,
sometimes desperate, gullible seekers

But meanwhile, what is going on? How
did all this come about? How can this
be avoided, after all it is all highly
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it dawned that this is a very profound
idea indeed...

out there who will grab at whatever
straws they can find. It is also
necessary to have learned something
properly before passing it
on…otherwise, as they say in the East,
it's just the Blind leading the Blind…
Chinese whispers.

‘To seriously change the world, each
person needs to go and create
something beautiful...then the world
will be full of beautiful things...that’s
it, that’s the revolution, the change we
are all waiting for...’

Marketing Soul
What is it with Marketing? It is
difficult because you need to publicise
what is on offer otherwise no one will
know it is there, but at the same time
since when did Spiritual Teachings and
Marketing sit comfortable in the same
boat? Marketing techniques are
designed for selling products in a
certain way. The modern New Age
scene looks to some degree like it is
based on the energy patterns of
materialist celebrity culture. Trying to
cut through that can be problematic, as
so many people buy into it. It also
creates a ‘Glamour’ that is
questionable.

How to Find Good Teachers?
It is very difficult when starting out to
know what to look for in the way of
good sound Spiritual
Teachings/Psychic Development. But
there are a few common sense
guidelines:
1) Learning any skill takes time, there
are no shortcuts, and as with more
worldly skills, you also need practical
experience over time to get good at it.
We are talking years, not weekends.
You can learn, but will need patience
and the spirit to explore.
2) Because someone has managed to
market themselves well does not mean
that they know diddly squat about
anything whatsoever (other than
marketing). I have seen a double
glazing salesman with zero spiritual
training/experience launch a New Age
career in this way, (no names) and the
advice they were dolling out was
dangerously far off the mark.

On the other hand, ‘poverty
consciousness’ is not the answer either
is it? Whilst poverty can be a useful
learning experience, (been there too,)
it can also be creatively stifling, and
limit the human spirit. And in a sense,
it can also be an obtuse way of
avoiding having responsibilities that
may prove challenging. And of course,
there’s always someone else that can
then be blamed for what isn’t right in
the world. (After all, we are powerless,
aren’t we?)

3) If you are looking for entertainment
or distraction from a life that otherwise
feels dull, there are probably better
ways to get that, (try travel, adventure,
hobbies etc)

The following came to me in mid of
the night unbidden, whilst visiting the
bathroom half asleep. At first it
seemed a bit too simple but gradually

4) Spiritual and Psychic development
are actually often hard work, and
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involve facing many of the things we
do not like as well as the ones we do.

Aura Energies
There is a great deal to learn about
your energy field or ‘Aura’ and this
knowledge will help you to manage
your own energies in the world, as well
as improving your abilities to carry out
healings. If you take the time to study
properly you will find it very
worthwhile.

5) If it's pink and fluffy then maybe it's
a Poodle!
6) Unicorns are mythical creatures.

The Petaltone system is based on using
plant energies in unique ways to
change what is happening in the Aura,
and also in the energy environment
around you. I started space clearing
with sprayed essences in 1993, and

One of the things you can also do is
learn to trust your own intuition about
teachers and courses, somewhere in
your gut you probably know which
ones would be good for you. Learning
to trust intuition is part of the training
too, and so why not start right away?
I studied the Western Tradition too,
and from this gained a lot of insights
into how the world functions,
energetically as well as physically.
there is a lot of good knowledge in both
East and Western Traditions, tried and
tested for Millenia.
The Group Mind can Get it Wrong Too.
As Chogyam Trungpa pointed out way
back then, the Western mind will take
hold of Spiritual teachings and
reinvent them to suit itself entirely,
avoiding any bits it doesn't like.
There are many popular beliefs and
misconceptions, and these are
explored in a short humorous booklet
titled the' New Age Bullsh*t Buster Kit'
available in Pdf for £0.99p .

Spray bottle the best size for space
clearing (smaller bottles won't produce
enough spray to work for this task)You
only need a few drops of 'Clear 2 Light'
added to water
have over 20 years research and
practical experience in producing
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effective essences for space and aura
cleansing, as well as aura protection.
There is also a complete system of aura
treatments, and we do Training
Courses so you can learn how to do it
too.

Further info at the inevitable website
www.petaltone.co.uk (Since 1998.)

Plant Spirit Work
I am nowadays working a lot with
Plant Spirits and have developed a
unique Hawaiian Plant Spirit
treatment system for breaking down
outmoded energy patterns called
‘Clearview Treatment’ ( I say ‘have
developed’ it’s probably more accurate
to say that I have ‘been developed.’)

Waipio Canyon, Hawaii Big Island.
Home of Petaltone Plant Spirit
Medicine

The Art of Blessing Of Fields
Patrick MacManaway

This is one of my pieces of ‘beautiful
creation’ that I offer to share with you,
and I know it can help in many ways.
The 'Petaltone Book of the Aura' is
available for just £2.50 Pdf download
and is very informative.

Fountain International participants
are well versed in the Art of Blessing compassionately witnessing and
holding in Simple Love the Very Heart
of a place, a community, a project or a
person.
The healing, nurturing and creative
qualities of Pure Love, given freely
with human free will, allow an
unfolding of truth and beauty, of
healthy and vigorous life force to flow,
and for the system to find it's natural
poise and balance of optimum health
and peak vitality.
Statistical outcomes of Fountain
International Groups worldwide show
that by enhancing the quality of the
"pre-manifest" energies surrounding
human communities, the manifest
behaviour of individuals and the group
as a whole change to reflect the more
coherent environment.

Bottles of Petaltone Aura Protection
essences
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of worship and song at the nodal
points in the network of life force
circulating through our environment
around us...

This is also true in the realm of plant
and soil life, and by directing our
human witness and love to both the
spirits of the plants and animals in our
landscapes and on our farms, as well
as to the rich "microbiome" of soil
organisms that create the living soil
that grows the living plants that feed
the living people...we find that similar
benefits arise to those with which we
are familiar in more human terms.

Somewhere along our agricultural
journey, the study and practice of
"husbandry" changed to that of
"agricultural science", and perhaps a
little of the sense of intimate and
mutual relationship with our growing
systems, and all the seen and unseen
intelligences involved, became a little
less personal and intimate, and
perhaps even a little less fertile.

In my practice of geomancy, or "landwhispering,” ancient wisdom and folk
tradition is merged with contemporary
geo-physics and the quantum world. A
300% increase in corn yield was
documented by researchers John
Burke and Kaj Halberg in their book
"Seed of Knowledge, Stone of Plenty"
after exposing the sample to the
energies on top of an ancient pyramid
overnight.

From the many observations and
experiments documented in Peter
Tomkins and Christopher Bird's
"Secret Life of Plants," through giant
cabbages at Findhorn, to the work of
Dr Emoto, we are surrounded by
awareness of the sentience of
microbes, plants and animals, and
their interactive responsiveness to
human attention and dialogue,
between ourselves and the intelligence
both of other species, as well as with
the devic world of their own helpers
and supporters - plants have their
devas or fairies just as we have our
own guardian angels perhaps.
Everybody needs to be in on the love.

I have personally witnessed a 400%
germination increase in a rice crop
with home-grown technology
replicating the spirit and effect of
"Sacred Sites" the world over, whether
enclosed temple or open stone circle,
we find that agricultural pioneers
created such spaces to the direct
benefit of their crops and herds and
landscape stewardship in general.

Many of my clients and students
around the world are farms and
farmers, and I have the opportunity to
witness both in person and through
shared stories, the benefits of
extending unconditional love,
(Fountain style,) to the farm in general
and the centres of operation;
particularly barns, stables, cattleyards, dairy parlours, the well or bore
hole, the office and home.

Regulating optimum energies in the
Parish as a whole and the entrainment
between human consciousness and the
agricultural year in practice is woven
throughout our religious traditions,
with the beating of bounds reaffirming
the energetic space, and the lines of ley
energy and the pathways of
underground water filled with
harmonic resonance from the centres
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ten farms served by their agronomist,
did not have to use a pesticide spray to
counter heliothis grubs...

Beyond this, the established resonance
of love between all participants in the
system, the easier and clearer the
communication becomes, among the
people working on the farm and
between the human and nature spirit
intelligences concerned. Everybody
needs to be in on the conversation.

Clients and colleagues using similar
techniques have achieved "Best field of
carrots in Central Scotland," "Best
Potato Grower of the Year," "Best Milk
in Vermont, " "Best Farmer in
Gloucestershire," showing the
potential for optimising and fine
tuning already successful and healthy
operations - trouble shooting, clients
have reported a 50% reduction in calf
mortality and up to a 65% reduction in
mastitis.

Whatever we allow ourselves to focus
upon in our imagination, we make a
connection of energy between oneself
and the other - if the connection is held
very purely with love and simplicity,
thoughts and feelings can be
exchanged that allow a dialogue and
consensus to be shared with all life
energies and intelligences present.

Plants show increased germination
rates, increased early root growth and
root mass, increased resistance to frost
and pest and draught and heat and
flood, and then increased yield and
improved storage health and longevity.

We can explore and experiment with
our capacity to "love up" plants, their
helper spirits and their growing
environment very easily. Germinate
two trays of sprouts on your kitchen
table for a couple of weeks, treating
each identically for light, heat and
moisture.

“All for the sake of giving simple
human love, and then allowing
communication to follow the paths of
connection that our love creates and
allows.”

Choose and identify one tray for
"special blessings" which are of simple
human love and affection - observe the
outcome - and then find a friend or a
friendly relative who has a farm and
ask if you can experiment with "loving
up" some but not all of their fields.
Observe the outcome, and then "love
up" the whole farm and observe the
outcome - and then give up your day
job and spend all of your time out
blessing the fields, I recommend it.

Try it at home - and do let me know
how you get on.
The Control

I have seen yield increases of 20% 30% in wheat and potato crops, once a
44.5% increase in a sorghum crop,
which attracted so many beneficial
spiders and wasps, that they alone of
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As an inspiration, the photos show two
plantings of Borage, one of which was
given respect and optimum growing
conditions - the "control" in the
pictures - the other, marked "XL" "Extra Love" - was an identical batch,
similarly treated but additionally
surrounded by enhanced subtle
energies and blessings.

Which one do you want to eat?
Dr Patrick MacManaway in an
internationally practicing subtle
energies consultant and geomancer.

Extra Love

A second generation healer, he holds a
degree in medicine from the University
of Edinburgh, is a past President of the
British Society of Dowsers, and is
author of “Energy Dowsing for
Health,” “Cultivating the Light Body,”
and “Keys to Grace.”
www.PatrickMacManaway.com
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Feel fitter healthier stronger.

Sound Therapy

Eliminate health problems.

By Julie Rutherford

Feel lighter freer happier.
Sound Therapy uses singing bowls, the
voice, ancient symbols and sounds and
works with each individual’s
energetic/spiritual body. Each
treatment is therefore uniquely
tailored to match your specific need.

Sound has been used for centuries and
across many cultures as an aid to
wellbeing. We each have our own
unique sound signature. When our
body is in harmony, sound is allowed
to resonate. When we are no longer in
tune it affects us on all levels of our
being. Sound Therapy helps you to get
back in tune by using instruments and
ancient sounds to bathe your body
back to its natural healthy state.
Sound therapy is a non-touch noninvasive therapy that works at the
cellular level of your being by passing
the mind and going straight to the root
of your problem.
Sound Therapy may:
Create feelings of profound relaxation.
Take you to a deep meditative state.
Relieve stress.
Promote restorative sleep.

A Display of Grounding Tools

Ease chronic pain.

The Himalayan bowls or singing bowls
as they are often called have been
around for thousands of years and are
shrouded in mystery. Each singing
bowl has its own shape colour and
personality. Some bowls are known as
fountain bowls because when played
with water inside of them they would
act like a fountain.

Increase energy levels.
Hasten the body's natural healing
process.
Help you to:
Understand your behaviour patterns.
Move forward from procrastination.
Resolve issues.
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a wood wand to produce the higher
tones. I also use a violin bow to bring
out the very high harmonics in some of
my bowls.
The crystal bowls in contrast to the
Himalayan bowls emit a powerful
almost pure sine wave tone.

Himalayan Bowls
They were traditionally produced by
hand, hammering a piece of flat metal
(but nowadays some are cast) or
machine turned and then hammered.
Some say that prayers were infused
with each hammer blow. They were
decorated afterwards some with sacred
symbols or mantras etched into the
metal so that as the bowls were played
the sound would go forth into the
universe, taking the mantra with it.
Some decorations were designed to
ward off evil or to offer protection.

A table of Crystal Bowls
They are made from a pure source of
quartz crystal.
They can transmit and transfer energy.
They can harness, focus and store
energy.

The bowls contain a mixture of metals
and different regions would have
different families producing their own
trade mark depending on the metals
used. It is this mixture of metals that
creates the harmonics as the bowl is
played which gives each bowl its own
distinctive and unique sound.

They can be cleansed and
programmed.
They have a beautiful resonant and
pure tone.
The bowls are available in clear or
frosted quartz.

The bowls are played with a suede
wand to produce the deeper sounds or

They range in size from 6” to 24.”
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are in balance the energy source
available to an individual is infinite.

They produce feelings of relaxation.
They are often used in a therapeutic
setting.

For more details about the amazing
power of sound therapy contact Julie
Rutherford at Sound & Energy 4 All.
Telephone: 01732 669091 or visit her
website:
www.soundandenergy4all.co.uk.

The chakra system (energy centres)
and Nadis (energy channels) are first
mentioned in the ancient Vedic texts.
(Upanishads 7-8th century BC). The
Vedic culture was a spiritual universal
and sacred way of life based on
discovering our own true essence.

Julie Rutherford ©

A chakra is an energy centre and each
chakra feeds different parts of the
mind body and spirit. Thus each
chakra has its own unique
characteristics. The Nadis are the
energy channels along which our lifeforce, (or chi, or Prana or Ki etc.)
flows. The chakras and Nadis are the
bridge between our internal and our
external energy system the auric field.
The Sushumna is the energetic
equivalent to the spinal cord, and is the
vertical column within which our
chakras are located. It channels the
energy from the universal life force to
and from the crown and root chakras.
Each chakra is connected to the
Sushumna at both the front and the
back. It is the channel through which
evolution takes place.

New Energies 2014
By Simon Heather
In 2013 twelve waves of high
vibrational energy came into our
planet from the Great Central Sun.
These energies have raised the
vibration of the Earth, and have
affected the mineral kingdom, the
plants, animals and humans.
In 2014 another twelve waves of high
vibrational energy will be coming into
our planet. The 2014 energies will
mainly affect humans. The other
kingdoms are changing much faster
than we are!
All humans will need to be working
with these new energies by 2015. If
they can’t adjust to these new energies
their physical bodies will gradually lose
energy.

An imbalance in any one of our
chakras can have an effect on all levels
of our being.
Sound Therapy uses the diagnostic bell
to detect any imbalance in the chakra
system. It then uses sound to assist the
promotion of free flowing Prana within
the system, thus allowing it to
rebalance itself and become whole
again. When the Nadis and the chakras

To use an example it is like the shift
from leaded petrol to lead free petrol.
We all need to adjust our engines to
start taking the new cleaner fuel.
Most young people under 10 are
already in tune with the new energies.
The rest of us will need to re-tune our
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away.” “I John saw the holy city, new
Jerusalem, coming down from God out
of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned
for her husband.”

bodies to function on this higher
frequency of energy.
Healers and therapists can play a
major role in this process. Once a
healer/therapist has shifted around
60% of their physical energy to the
new vibration they will be able to help
other people make the shift.

Heaven is coming down to Earth. All
matter will be spiritualised and
humanity will start to live in harmony
with the earth again.
Those people who can’t make the shift
to the new energies in the next twenty
years will eventually go out of
incarnation. They will be re-born on a
planet that is in harmony with their
vibration. This will prevent destructive
souls from returning to the New Earth.

If people can’t make the shift in the
next twenty years their bodies will
become very depleted as the old energy
frequencies are gradually reduced.
It is a little bit like the shift to digital
TV. The new signal is being increased
and the old one reduced. Eventually
the old signal will be switched off.

The Mayan’s predicted that a new age
lasting around 5,000 years would
begin in 2012 and this has come about.
The Mayans did not predict the end of
the world!

All life forms on our plant depend on
energy from the sun. The sun gives the
plants energy that we take in as food.
We also take in energy directly from
the sun in the form of prana or chi
energy. Our physical sun acts as a step
down transformer for energy from the
Great Central Sun, the Galactic Heart.

In the last 5,000 year cycle humanity
developed the rational mind to a great
extent. In the next cycle the mental
and emotion bodies will be merged so
humans will realise the effect of their
actions on others and on the planet as
a whole.

In the book of Revelations Chapter 21
the apostle John says “And I saw a new
heaven and a new earth: for the first
heaven and the first earth were passed
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wave of energy will push people to
make major changes in their lives.

In future if a person chops down a tree
they will feel the tree’s suffering, if they
kill an animal they will feel the
animal’s pain!

At first these changes will be painful
for people and there will be great
resistance to change. The beings from
the higher levels of consciousness that
are orchestrating this process will give
assistance to all.

This gradual merging of the mental
and emotion bodies will eventually
lead us to having three bodies –
spiritual, devotional and physical. The
mind and emotions will function in a
more spiritually aware way.

New Energies – Helping People
Make the Shift

The ego will gradually fall away and
the soul will take over.

Many people are struggling with the
new energies that came in at the
Winter Solstice in 2012.

The new energies will lead to an
opening up of mankind’s higher
faculties. People will become more
telepathic. In the future we will be able
to see the nature spirits and eventually
be able to communicate with plants
and animals.

In the healing sessions I have been
doing recently I have been helping
people adjust to these new energies.
This can generally be done in one
session although some people require
two sessions. The treatment involves
aligning the four energy bodies and the
body elemental to the new energies.

In the future humans will work in
groups for the higher good rather than
pursuing narrow sectional interests.
Business will become more ethical and
less driven by greed.

The new energy healing can only be
done by a person who has already
shifted a majority of their energy to the
new frequencies. The healing also
needs to be done in a face to face
session. Not everyone will be ready to
make the energy shift. Generally
people will be guided to come to you
once you have made the shift.

By 2032 most of the people living on
the earth will be in alignment with the
new energies and the New Earth will
have been birthed.
At this point many of the highly
developed souls who are here at
present will leave the planet, as their
work will have been completed.

The new energy healing has to be done
in an individual session as the healing
is unique for each person because each
of us has four unique energy bodies.

In the future young people will come to
the fore in guiding the planet. They are
not tainted by the old fear based
consciousness that was prevalent on
the earth in the previous epoch.

It may be possible to do the new
energy healing in group but everyone
in the group would need to be ready to
make the shift otherwise the people
who are not ready will block the
healing process.

The process of transformation will
accelerate as the years pass; each new
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If this message resonates with you
please pass it on to others.

Once you have made the shift yourself
then you can help others make the
shift. Once you are tuned to the new
energies life will get much easier.

http://www.simonheather.co.uk/

All the elementals are also changing
their vibration to be in harmony with
the New Earth. All your crystals and
crystal jewellery needs to be reprogrammed to work with the new
energies. I have attached a diagram for
you to use.

Books & Book Reviews
The Trust Frequency
Ten Assumptions for a
New Paradigm

The beings I am working with are
called the Eloni. They are a group of
beings who are working to help
humanity to adjust to the new
energies.

Andrew Cameron Bailey
&
Connie Baxter Marlow

The Eloni are beings from a higher
dimension who have never taken form.
They operate more as a group
consciousness.
New Energy Re-Alignment
Not many people are working with the
new energies on the physical level yet.
People I have worked with doing the
re-alignment seem to have their higher
bodies tuned to the new energies but
their lower bodies are still working
with the old energies which is causing
lots of problems especially when they
give healing or meditate.

ISBN 9780988754713
Available through Amazon;
Paperback £11.58.

At present most people have to come
for an individual session and this is the
way that they shift to the new energies.

Kindle Edition £7.82.
This book was a happy surprise from
one of my internet journeys’.

Once you have shifted your energies
and then integrated them you will be
able to help others to make the shift.
Each person is unique, no treatment is
the same although the way the four
bodies are aligned seems similar for
each person.

In recent years there has been much
talk about the “Paradigm Shift,” which
we are just entering, and the choices to
be made for the new era. (A Paradigm,
whether scientific, spiritual, or social,
is simply an individual or collective
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Is it time for you to release yourself
from certain assumptions?

belief system, a set of agreed upon
assumptions about a particular
subject.) So perhaps this book is a
timely reminder of the possible
misconceptions that we hold dear,
encouraging us to put these
misconceptions aside.

Crystals & Sacred Sites
Use crystals to access the
power of Sacred Landscapes
for Personal

Within the book the authors look at ten
basic current assumptions, whose
basis is not in reality. For example;
The current assumption for many is
that the universe is mechanical,
lifeless, and utterly unaware of our
existence. It contains life, on this
planet at least, but the universe in
itself is not alive. It is not conscious.
We live in a Conscious, Loving
Universe. There is ONLY Love.
Current assumption. We are inevitable
and permanently separate and
disconnected from one another. We
are all alone in an uncaring universe.
All of Creation is ONE.
Separation is a Man-Made
Illusion.

and
Planetary Transformation
By Judy Hall

“The choice to move into the Trust
Frequency triggers a shift to an
elevated state of Being, individually
and collectively. Once we learn to
access this state of peace, love and
beauty and abundance, we find
ourselves operating at a completely
different vibratory rate, where the
laws and rules are different. Wisdom
prosperity and enlightenment are the
order of the day. We are happy. How
did we get there? We shift our
consciousness.”

ISBN 978-1-59233-522-0
Available through Amazon.
Paperback £12.99
Kindle Edition 10.07
Judy is a leading authority on crystals,
and has had a long interest in Fountain
International. She will be one of the
keynote speakers in the Fountain
International Gathering 26th – 27th
April 2014.

Both of the author’s are very
experienced in their own fields, and
genuinely “walk their talk, and this
book can be highly recommended.
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received when linking into the sacred
site.

When buying anything I use the
waving hand system. Which means
when I buy something it has to stand
out and say pick me, pick me. With
this book as soon as I saw the first
cover I knew that I was lost, and that it
had to come home.
This is a must if you are interested in
crystals or sacred sites, and want a
more spiritual knowledge and
experience of both.
It’s written in a very easy friendly style,
with beautiful photographs.

For me this book held an excitement,
and re-lit an old passion. As you read
this magazine, I would have started my
journey around the sites. My first port
of call will probably be Lake Louise, as
I visited the Lake many years ago. It
came as little surprise considering that
Fountain International is linked to the
Archangel Michael, that Lake Louise
also has this link.

She talks a little of the power of the
landscape through the geology of
places, and why sacred sites are placed
where they are. For newbies of crystals
and stones, information is given re the
cleansing and activation of crystals.
Then she invites us, and shows us how
we can take a wonderful journey
around the sacred sites of the world,
without even having to physically leave
home.

(If you have had a strong spiritual
experience at any sacred site around
the world, and would like to share it in
the next issue of the magazine, I would
love to hear from you.)

Places that can be visited include; Lake
Louise – Canada, Sedona – USA,
Circumpolar regions, Newgrange –
Ireland, The Great Pyramid – Egypt,
Mount Kailash – Tibet, Castle Rock –
New Zealand, Machu Picchu – Peru,
plus many other sacred sites.
A chapter is given to each site, giving
background and legends. The type of
spiritual knowledge that can be
obtained from the site, and which
stones or crystals can help you to
spiritually link with that place.
Suggestions are made about
meditating with the sacred site, and
also show what one person has
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just eighteen and he was an ailing
elderly man and it seemed that he had
come back to give me a belated boost –
especially as the almost possible and
slightly fantastic element of the book
was close in nature to some of his short
stories.

HAUNTED BY A BOOK
By Sasha Fenton

When I needed information on the
Thames in the 16th century, a
programme about it turned up on the
television, and when I needed advice
on Tudor clothes, I ran into a
dressmaker who was working on
Tudor costumes for a play, while the
emergence of Richard III from the
Leicester car park brought the
medieval world to the newspapers. The
house my hero, Sir Thomas
Hatherleigh, occupied is now occupied
by a company with the same name as
the firm that my son works for, while a
trip to the wonderful Museum of
London took me to the site of my late
step-father’s shop!

Last year, I decided to write my first
ever novel, after three decades as a
successful writer of non-fiction. The
strangest part of this job was the
number of weird coincidences that
occurred, along with the arrival of a
crew of very interesting dead people
who moved into my office and hung
around during the months that I spent
working on the book.

King Henry VIII was the cause of my
Thomas Hatherleigh’s problems, so
you can imagine how I felt when I
discovered that there is a real Thomas
Hatherleigh who comes from Devon.
Even weirder, he is a big man with
russet coloured hair, and he’s an actor
who has actually played the part of
Henry VIII!

I soon sensed the presence of my late
friend and writing partner, Jonathan
Dee, who came back from the grave to
encourage me to keep going when I
found myself struggling. When I
focused my mind on the time-shift
element of the book, an even older
friend turned up and occupied the
spare seat in my office with his walking
stick inconveniently poking out in
front of him. This was John Wyndham,
who had been the author of “The Day
of the Triffids” among many other
wonderful books. He and I had struck
up an unlikely friendship when I was

Oh, and my book is called “Sophie’s
Inheritance”. It’s published by Stellium
Ltd and it now costs £7.99 in paper or
99p as an ebook. The ISBN is 978-09575783-0-2.
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reviews and coverage in the national
press – and a TV tie in.

Do you have a book
within you?

It is possible to plonk a Word file onto
Amazon, but without proper editing,
formatting and a bit of know-how, it
won’t look professional, and neither
will it be available to bookshops or
other online stores. That’s fine if that’s
what you want, but it isn’t fine if you
would like to honour your hard work
and creativity with something you can
be proud of, and for your words to be
available to the trade the world over.
New methods of book creation and
digital production have changed the
publishing scene, for instance, we can
help you create a 100-page book for
your clientele at a total cost of around
£250 – and that even includes 50
printed copies! Then you reprint a few
copies at a time at around £2 to £2.20
per copy. If you only want an ebook,
this costs in the region of £149 from
start to finish, with no further expense
– ever! The ebook will be available to
your clients the world over, without
you having to worry about territorial
rights.

Photo by Suzanne Thomas

Alas poor ice-cream I knew it well!
(Not quite Shakespeare!)

IF YOU CAN WRITE IT,
STELLIUM CAN PUBLISH IT
By Sasha Fenton

Literary agencies are going under and
publishers are struggling to sell
anything due to the disappearance of
traditional bookshops, but there are
other ways of getting your words “out
there”, and we at Stellium know them
well.

Are you a budding novelist? Wouldn’t
you love to tell the world about your
spiritual journey or your recovery from
illness or unhappiness? Perhaps you
have something wonderful that your
spiritual guides gave you to write. A
beautiful book is not only possible
these days, it’s also affordable.

So email Sasha at
info@stelliumpub.com or ring me on
01752 367300 for our brochure and for
more information.

It’s almost impossible for a niche
market author to find a publisher these
days, while fiction writers can only
attract one if they have heavy-duty
newspaper contacts and can guarantee
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participation in the Shamatha Project,
addressing Buddhism, shamatha
mindfulness practices (concentrationcalm), and meditation-research. With
diary excerpts, dream log, and audio
transcripts she gives the reader a feel
for her personal experiences. The
current research outcomes of this
unique ongoing project are reported,
focusing on the effects of the various
practices in attention and emotion
regulation, and on health. They include
ground breaking findings of effects
down to the chromosome level. The
practice ‘Settling the mind in its
natural state’ invites wonder: what is
this natural state?

The Less Dust the More
Trust.
Participating in The Shamatha Project,
meditation and science
Adeline van Waning, MD PhD
An impressive view into the vast
landscape of the Shamatha Project,
this book is a rich account of the
practices and outcomes from this
pioneering endeavour of mapping
meditative experience. Joan Halifax
Roshi, Founding Abbot, Upaya Zen
Center, author of Being with Dying

With her exceptional background as a
scientist and as a meditator, Dr. van
Waning bridges the gap between
third-person and first-person
methodologies, showing how each one
can complement the other. This,
clearly, is the way forward if we are
to seek the most complete
understanding of the mind and
consciousness. B. Alan Wallace, PhD,
Buddhist meditation teacher, scholar,
Director of the Santa Barbara
Institute for Consciousness studies.
Each chapter includes a guided
meditation.
What I personally find so compelling
about this book is its accessibility. By
the warmth and honesty of her writing,
Adeline van Waning gives one the
assurance of a friend who walks beside
you, telling you how it was for her and
her colleagues as they progressed
through their "expedition," their three
month Shamatha Project. Sherry Ruth
Anderson, PhD, Ridhwan teacher, co-

The inside-story of a woman
participating in frontline meditation
research, exploring the interfaces of
mind-practice, science and psychology.
The Less Dust, the More Trust
presents the story of the author’s
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author of The Feminine Face of God,
author of Ripening Time

primeval forces. Ancient wisdoms
resurface daily, cementing intelligence to itself.
Warm and safe from interferences,
the mind builds tools for clearances
of obstacles that are then erased
from history.
It’s no mystery!
It is a well-known path shared by
millions before you who have passed
out of life but come back to adore
you, when you’re chanting.
Perseverance required.

Adeline van Waning MD PhD, a Dutch
psychiatrist with an MA in Buddhist
Studies, integrates her expertise by
giving meditation guidance and
working in hospice care.
ISBN 978-1-78099-948-7 Available
from mantra –books.net @ £18.99

Creative Corner
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Meditation, Chanting,
Breathing
We each own the only key to the
door that grants entrance to mind,
entrance to thoughts that are coarse
or kind. We also own the door. It is
our house. No one, no-thing, can
enter without our permission.
Vigilance and diligent practice are
locksmiths. Our house is not secure
without these.
While experiencing meditation’s
medication, limitless expanses of
Universe meet molecular particles
seamlessly, and seemingly
endlessly.
Though we are printed on so many
pages and grow through a million
stages, we are a single entity
disguised as uncountable faces and
places.
Each face and place is well equipped
through a series of graces to maximize function in spaces that range from
broad stars to mere atomic traces.
All of us are within each one of us.
The sensations of hearing color and
touching sound abound. The most
touching sounds trip emotional
triggers earlessly. They fearlessly
anchor an eerie yet centering effect,
as all selves connect in unity, travers-
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Chanting, Breathing,
Meditation
Ancient incantations provide psychic
transportation to a place that is both
path and destination. These incantations combine with patience and
consistency to nourish every journey,
even on the most difficult of roads.
There is no past or future here, only
security in the present tense. No
tension. There is no danger from any
previous trip or the next one while on
this voyage. All of you is on this
singularly directed road.
Rhythmic musical designs jumpstart
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loving flow of a young baby’s breath.
Watching a baby breathe can teach
us how to be an adult. Not sucking in
or pushing out but balanced and
flowing, constantly growing in levels
of knowing grace. Knowing grace is
in the place that it is supposed to
be—inside of you, and inside of me.

ing dimensions with impunity.
Meditation’s maximum effect abides
where all secrets reside—in the
breath. If you want your body and
mind to meet, proper breathing’s
what you need to repeat.
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Breathing, Meditation,
Chanting

Excerpts from the book “Reincarnation
Through Common Sense.”

Breathe like a baby. You will hear the
wordless lullaby of a mother’s rocking
arms. Babies know love from both
personal mom’s and Universal
Mother’s charms.
Focus on breathing as if there is
nothing else to do. Sit still for long
enough—the air will breathe you. Sit
silently. Become the breath. Fill the
lungs to their greatest depth. To sit
longer is to become stronger.
When breath hears its own heartbeat
we find something rare, as life
becomes aware of the care we are
giving it. This beat cannot come
apart. This heart cannot be broken.
There will be no breaking in the
rhythm it is taking from your making
of effort on its behalf.
Internal calm sees external obstacles
as dissolving pollution. Dismay finds
absolution as the breath rides its
wealth to the perfect self that has
always been waiting upon our shelf.
What wealth is uncovered when
instincts are mothered back into
existence! No stressful resistance to
evil is required once the strength of
that evil is disarmed and denied by
the flow of the life force (balanced
inward and out) to the place where a
nest egg of harmonies shout to
become you—again. How odd that
so many of our confusions can find
their corrections, find their solutions,
in the simplest and most basic
concept since death, in the sweet

The Most Valuable Yet Inexpensive
Book You Can Get or Give! Buy the
highly acclaimed books Reincarnation
“Through Common Sense” and
“Fearless Puppy on American Road”
now and you will be funding the
growth of world wisdom as well! ALL
author profits are donated to sponsor
wisdom teachers, beginning with
Tibetan nuns and monks. An increase
in wisdom is the best chance we have
to give ourselves, and leave our
children, a world that’s worth living in.
Twenty-two 5* reviews on Amazon
don’t lie! These are great reads that
sponsor a great cause. See the very
entertaining author background and
exciting project details—and order
your books at
http://www.fearlesspuppy.org (or
Amazon/Kindle/Smashwords, or ask
for it at your local book store.)

Circle of Light
I come into this circle to add my light to
those of others.
To add my prayers, to those of others,
towards the central source of ALL.
Within this community of Light and
Prayers.
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May the Light and the Love shine forth
from this circle.

Please awake dear stewards, and look
around.
The levels of creation need your help, and
love.

Humans are not solitary beings, and
each of us need other beings in our lives.

Look into your heart. See what needs to
be done, and be of service.

The whole of Creation is a web of
connection. Nothing is in isolation.

We can all send our love and light out
into the world, no matter who we are.

Mankind stands on the bridge between
Spirit and matter.

Suzanne Thomas

Stewards of the earth, if they just care to
look and to be part of.

Lessons for This Day
(and Age)

So here I stand in my circle of fellow
humankind.

Blissful are the Humble, in
spirit.

I acknowledge the part that I have to play
to care and look after the earth, and all
it’s beings.

For they are the Force of
Heaven.

I bring my light, and my pure love into
this circle

Blissful are the Mourners,
For they will be cheered.

Sending out the power of light, and love
to all that I hold dear.

Blissful are the Patient,
For they will succeed on Earth.
Blissful are the Perfectionists,
For they will be complete.
Blissful are the
Compassionate,
For they will be shown
compassion.
Blissful are the emotionally

Photograph © Glenn Capers

Pure,
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Blissful are the Reconcilers,

submit. So long as it’s your own work,
due to copyright, I would be happy to
receive it.)

For they will be adopted by

Letters & E mails to the

For they will see God.

God.

Editor

Blissful are the Defenders of
Perfection,
For they too are the Force of
Heaven.
Christopher D S Miller

My Recollections of the
Fountain Group
(The early years.)
By Christopher J Gammon
My wife and I were both members
of the choir at St. Bartholomew’s
Church in Brighton. It was not my
custom to listen to sermons but
there was an item in the notices
which caught my attention. The
vicar, James Holdroyd, announced
the setting up of a group which
would direct “positive” energy
into the leyline system of the town
(Brighton,) to bring about a
change for the good. At last, I
thought. The church is doing
something positive, and so Linda
and I duly turned up at the first
public meeting of The Fountain
Group which was held in St.
Bartholomew’s school hall. There

Painting By Ben Hildred
Ben was the first Treasurer for
Fountain International.
“A picture of the fountain which was
the inspiration for the start of the
Brighton Fountain Group.”
(If you have a photograph, drawing,
painting etc that you would like to
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crossed; one going East to West,
the other heading north toward
London. In ancient times there had
been a stone circle on the site and
the fountain had been built on
some of the stones.

were about sixty people
assembled.
We were addressed first of all by
the vicar, who then introduced the
man behind the group, Colin Bloy.
Colin explained his ideas about
improving the energies of
Brighton by focusing positive
energy into the ley-line system of
the town, and then we were all
asked to say a little about
ourselves. It became evident that
there were a number of spiritual
healers in the group.

In the first year of the group, Colin
issued us all with badges bearing
the slogan, “Brighten Brighton”. It
was very catchy and we were
always being asked to explain
what it meant.
After one meeting, some people
suggested that we went down to
the fountain. I was standing with
Colin watching people circling the
fountain with pendulums in their
hands. I asked Colin what they
were doing. He told me that they
were dowsing for energies and
showed me a way to feel the
energies by putting my hands in
front of my solar-plexus.

It transpired that Colin had been
looking for somewhere where he
could hold public meetings and
this link up with the church came
about through a man called Ben
Hildred who was a member of the
Theosophical Society, as was
James Holdroyd (James was
interested in astrology,) who
sought to increase his
congregation by inviting them to
participate in special services
during the year.

While walking forward. I had only
gone three paces when I got an
electric shock in my solar-plexus
and suddenly I could dowse with
my hands. Colin was amazed; “It
took me four years to do that”, he
said.

We held a number of meetings in
the hall, socialising and finishing
the evening with a meditation
focusing positive energy on the
fountain located at the Old Steine
close to Brighton seafront. Colin
told us that the fountain was a
point where major ley lines

One Sunday lunchtime, I arrived
home from church to find the
house alive with energy. We lived
out from the centre of town so I
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And thus it was so, although it was
very active for a few years. And
there were special services held
during the year when the Fountain
Group members attended en
masse. Inevitably, Colin and James
fell out (James was always falling
out with people,) and it was
decided to divide the group into
smaller units; each one having a
group leader who would organise
things for the group. I was one of
the leaders.

phoned Colin and asked him what
was going on. He invited us to his
flat where there were already a
number of people congregated.
When we arrived, Colin explained
that as the energy built up from
the focal point, (the fountain,) at a
critical point it would expand
outward, and would eventually
cover the whole town and beyond.
Colin lived in Sussex Heights, in
Brighton. He had two flats on the
top floor, one for his private
accommodation, the other in
which to hold meetings. Many
meetings of the Fountain Group
were held here.

After this splintering of the group,
people began to drift away, and
the “office” banner was passed on
to various members of the group
who were in Cornwall. Then
Hove, Devon, Chandlers Ford,
Sussex, Essex and then back to
Devon, to carry on the work, to
make it into an international
group, and become Fountain
International .

Although the group first began to
meet around May of 1981, James
Holdroyd suggested an inaugural
meeting be held on the feast of St.
Michael (29th September 1981).
The suggestion was accepted and
the church was packed for the
occasion. One of the congregation,
Betty Midgery, drew up an
astrology chart for the group
based on this date. I can’t
remember anything of it except
that she prophesied that the group
would leave Brighton and would
become international although in
the town of its origin, it would just
tick along.

A Trip to Bermondsey Temple
By Chris Street
(Taken from the Blog Page)

I went to visit Bermondsey’s
Buddhist temple today. It’s in Spa
Road opposite the recreation ground.
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Judging by the fabulous healing
energy in the street outside it, the old
spa is beneath it, and the building
next door, the healing waters still
working well. The building next
door actually looks more like a
temple, and may have been the town
hall. It’s called the “bathhouse lofts”
development which suggests the
Spa’s bathhouse was somewhere
nearby. Possibly the springs and
wells are beneath these two
buildings. Made me realise (again)
that there are unsuspected sacred
spots all over London. Many of
them waking up and making their
presence felt. Bermondsey was
originally an island, so perhaps it
was a sacred island like Avalon.
The Buddhist temple is located in
the former library building and the
Victorian architects designed it so
well, the two temple spaces in the
building have wonderful energy
presence. The one on the first floor
literally sings, while the one in the
basement has a very tangible and
comforting stillness.

So, if you are looking for
somewhere to go to tune into some
remarkably uplifting, inspiration
healing energy pop along for a visit.
It’s a short walk from Bermondsey
tube on the Jubilee Line, or a bit
longer from London Bridge (down
Druid Street, believe it or not.
Another clue to the special nature of
the area). It even has a small cafe
with lovely comfortable sofas. Open
from 2pm. Enjoy.
www.earthstars.co.uk
Hi Suzanne, I'm just dropping by to say how
interested I was in your post about the
Buddhist temple in Bermondsey. I worked in
Bermondsey for 3 years, in a job that required
me to walk about all over the area that once
held the island, and right up to Spa Road. I too
felt that it was a sacred place, unrecognised as
such, but so atmospheric. So much so that I
wrote a book, but this post isn't to promote it,
but just to say I really enjoyed and
appreciated your post. London is full of these
places and I'm always searching them out.
Greetings and joy for the turning of the year.
Mary Josefina Cade

I invoked the grail maidens of the
old spa’s wells and springs and
found them manifesting, but
presenting in the temple as White
Tara and Quan Yin, the “white
goddesses” Tibetan counterparts.
Interesting.
I’ll need to go back and do a little
more investigating, as I didn’t have
time to check out the Bermondsey
Spa recreation ground or the St
James church which seems
connected a little way north.

From Christopher D S Miller
How I chose the winner of
the 2007 Grand National.
I'd just moved out of a home I'd shared
with a former partner. After buying a
Saturday Daily Mail, I was down to my
last GBP5. It was going to be two weeks
before my next payday. Reading the
Daily Mail, I saw that it was the annual
running of the Grand National
steeplechase race at Aintree. I had tried
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role that flower and vibrational
essences can play in improved
wellbeing, applying not only to people,
but all life including our environment
and the world around us.

to bet on this race (along with everyone
else) every year, but never with any
success. It occurred to me that at some
level of consciousness, the results of this
race were already known, so I decided
to see if I could tap into that knowledge.
By pointing the index finger of my right
hand, but without reading the names of
the horses, I scanned down the two page
listing of the entrants, waiting for
something/anything to happen. Three
quarters down the first page, my finger
felt a very quiet 'ping'. I noted where
and kept on. Scanning the rest of that
page and the next, nothing else
happened, so I scanned down the first
page again, and got the same 'ping'. I
looked at the horse's name and it was
"Silver Birch". 'Not bad for a Canadian
living in England,' I thought to myself,
and headed out to the local bookies. I
put that last fiver on "Silver Birch" to
win (not both ways, my usual bet) at 331 and then went back home to await the
results. Turned out that "Silver Birch"
won! I came away with GBP170, enough
to get me through the next two weeks.
(I have never been able to duplicate the
results.)

Many people are familiar with Rescue
Remedy, the “emergency” formula
derived from five of the 38 Bach
Flower Remedies made by Dr. Edward
Bach.
After his death in 1936 a new
generation of essence makers were
inspired by his writings. By following
his clear and freely-given directions,
they began producing their own
ranges. These include the Australian
Bush Essences (Ian White), Alaskan
Essences (Steve Johnson) the North
American essences (F.E.S.) made by
Patricia Kaminski and Richard Katz,
and the Bailey Essences made in
Yorkshire by Dr. Arthur Bailey.
Following the 1st International Flower
Essence Conference held at Findhorn
in Scotland in 1997, where for the first
time essence makers and practitioners
from around the world gathered
together for inspirational talks and
workshops, the BFVEA was formed in
1998, and since 2013 has worked with
the Bach Centre through COREP
(Confederation of Registered Essence
Practitioners), as the lead body in the
UK for essence practitioners and
teachers.

From the BFVEA
International Essence
Awareness Month
Between May 21 - June 21 2014, the
British Flower & Vibrational Essences
Association (BFVEA) is holding an
International Essence Awareness
Month. Events will be taking place
around the UK and in some countries
abroad with the aim of raising
understanding and awareness of the

The number of essence producers both
in UK and further afield has increased
rapidly over the last twenty five years,
and essence ranges now include many
made with gemstones and crystals,
colour and sound, starlight, the energy
signatures of wild and marine
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detrimental effects of radiation with
their specialist combinations, for
example in the area around Chernobyl,
Ukraine, where there was a massive
radiation leak in April 1986. For those
people who are sensitive to the electromagnetic “smog” emitted by
computers, mobile phones and other
electrical equipment, sprays made
from particular combinations of
essences can be very effective in space
clearing and reducing adverse effects.

creatures, as well as those from plants
and trees. The British Association of
Flower Essence Producers, BAFEP,
was formed in 2000 specifically to
represent the interests of essence
producers on all five continents.

During International Essence
Awareness Month, flower and
vibrational essence producers,
practitioners and teachers will be
giving talks, leading walks, and giving
workshops and other events to
demonstrate how essences are made,
how they can be used by all age groups
both personally and on a wider level,
and to explain their benefits. Some
practitioners will be offering free or
reduced-price consultations, to
contribute to a BFVEA research project
on “overwhelm”, a feeling no doubt
experienced more and more frequently
by many of us today!

Photo by Suzanne Thomas
Several essence producers now include
environmental essences in their
ranges, made out in nature at
particular times of the year such as the
solstices and equinoxes or under
certain conditions such as full-moon or
when auroras are visible. Some
essences are made at sacred sites, or in
crop circles, the “temporary temples”
of more recent times, enhancing their
energies when a group of people gather
together in a contemplative way to
understand more about the natural
world and our place in it.
Conversely, many healers and
practitioners of flower essence therapy
and vibrational medicine will carry
essences with them, to place drops in
rivers, streams or lakes, or leave in
places they feel attuned to, to help
improve the quality of the energy
there, especially where disharmonious
patterns from the past may linger - for
example at the sites of executions or
ancient battles. Some environmental
essences are successful in reducing the
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If you are interested in learning more
about the world of flower and
vibrational medicine please go to the
BFVEA website, www.bfvea.com and
follow the link to IEAM (International
Essence Awareness Month) where
events between May 21 - June 21 in UK
and abroad will be listed and where
there is a fuller article about IEAM. If
you would like to contribute an event
to IEAM, or link with one being held in
your area, please contact BFVEA for
more information. You can join
BFVEA as a Friend to receive
ESSENCE, their quarterly full-colour
journal, or just sign up on the website
for the free quarterly e.newsletter. Let
2014 be the year that you widen your
horizons and begin exploring the world
of flower and vibrational essences!
Ronnie Williams, Committee Member
on behalf of BFVEA,
veronica451@btinternet.com

And Finally

"What we do for ourselves
dies with us. What we do
for others and for the world
remains, and is immortal."
Albert Pine.
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